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Introduction
Natera, Inc. (Nasdaq:NTRA), a company based in San Carlos, California
and Austin, Texas has set out to transform the management and
detection of genetic disease. In order to increase both efficiency
and accuracy in detection, Natera is developing systems and tools to
streamline the production process for their deep learning projects.
Natera AI researchers have developed deep learning neural networks
for chromosomal anomaly detection in unborn fetuses, using the cell
free DNA from plasma extracted with a simple blood draw from the
mother. The algorithms have increased the detection accuracy of
various conditions [1]. After years of research and development, the
AI team is implementing a machine learning production pipeline to
bring these groundbreaking AI tools to users [2]. This will give
millions of parents the opportunity to understand the health of their
unborn babies more accurately. In this white paper, we will explore
the pros and cons of using a particular framework, called TensorFlow
Extended (TFx) [3][5], when deploying machine learning solutions into
production. We will look at each component of the TFx pipeline and
discuss its efficacy for the projects and how it could be utilized by
Natera. We will also pay particular attention to the Machine Learning
Metadata Store (MLMD), a database that can be used with or
independent of TensorFlow Extended [4]. Our goal is to explore how
neural network based deep learning projects navigate from R&D into
the production phase.

Background
TensorFlow is an open-source software library developed by Google for
machine learning with a particular focus on deployment
(productization), validation, training and testing of deep neural
networks. The Natera AI engineering team has developed multiple
published AI models for their ML products that can be integrated with
these pipelines of components for deployment. For this white paper,
we will assume that our data scientists and engineers have already
developed sophisticated deep learning neural networks, so called
proof of concept versions, trained and tested them on a wide range of
training data and that the results have been validated to meet a set
of documented requirements, such as sensitivity (the percentage of
positive cases detected as positive by a test) and specificity (the
percentage of negative cases detected as negative by a test)
requirements. The next step is to create a production pipeline for
these solutions and that is where TensorFlow Extended can be
utilized.
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TFx is a framework designed to host machine learning pipelines that
allows users to clean, train and transform data and serve
production-ready machine learning (ML)
systems. The system, launched in 2017
at Google, is an end-to-end ML
platform for TensorFlow [5]. Google also
has used an end-to-end ML platform
called Sybil for supporting older
frameworks than Tensorflow, but Sybil
has now been decommissioned and the
functionality moved over to TFx. We
can use TFx to create ML production
pipelines that can be built using standardized components throughout
the Natera product range by utilizing these TFx machine learning
components. The main advantages of using TFx are not solely based on
the fact that it integrates directly with TensorFlow but that TFx is
a collaborative and customizable framework that can be accessible to
various teams within Natera and used with a number of different
products. Due to its modular and flexible build, TFx can be easier to
use than other more rigid platforms that are designed to be closed
environments. Our goal by exploring the benefits of using TFx is to
facilitate the creation of a productive and cooperative working
environment between engineers and researchers for quickly building
secure and reliable machine learning solutions.

The TFx framework has a known architecture consisting of ten main
components that each have specific tasks to complete in the ML
production process. Each component allows for data storage,
configuration and orchestration of ML models through the use of the
machine learning metadata store (MLMD). Although each component in
the TFx framework has its own specific responsibility, not all of
them may be needed in the Natera production pipeline to accomplish
the specific goals that each product requires. Some components may
prove repetitive or inefficient for the pipeline structure they are
designing. Some of the steps taken by various components have already
been completed by data scientists at Natera and are thus not needed.
However, we will list all the main components here in order to learn
about them and determine whether they are needed and useful to the
company. It is important to understand all the components as well as
the needs of Natera in order to produce a proposal and architecture
that works for both Natera and uses TFx efficiently. We will discuss
in depth what each component of TFx does, how it can be utilized by
Natera and whether it is needed in the company's production pipeline.
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Method
The discovery and collaboration mechanism used was through
discussions (formal weekly or bi-weekly meetings) with the core AI
engineers at Natera. They include Sergei Smirnov, Lead Software
Engineer, in the San Carlos office, Alexey Mishenin Software Engineer
in AI that works from St. Petersburg, Russia, and Dr. Agust Egilsson,
Head of AI Research at Natera also located in San Carlos, California.
All of the engineers are actively developing neural networks and AI
pipelines at Natera. In addition to formal meetings, more informal
discussions took place. Testing and coding using the components was
performed as well as running training sessions on Google Cloud VMs
using V100 Nvidia GPUs to interact with the components and
Tensorflow, in particular to test the metadata store (MLMD) setup.
Between meetings, research into the components was conducted in order
to answer questions and gain better understanding. The data formats
used to specify the setups of the TFx components were studied as well
as the TFx python packages (API) such as the ml_metadata package. The
extensibility of the MLMD metadata store was verified by adding
custom types to the MLMD store and best-practices outlined and tested
for using the MLMD TFx components.

Genomic Sequencing Data
Natera uses cell-free DNA (cfDNA) testing obtained from liquid
biopsies (blood draw). Their main focus is on women's health,
oncology, and organ health. Most of the testing is done using Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS) [6]. As a result, most of the data at
Natera is in a format generated by the pipeline that processes the
results coming from the sequencing machines. This presents itself in
the form of metadata in databases and in the cloud as well as the
aggregated sequencing results which are often stored as VCF files
(Variant Call Format). These files, and the metadata, are then
consumed by the input pipelines used for training the neural networks
and eventually processed by the training algorithms as TF records. TF
records (.tf) are serialized examples stored using protocol buffers
which is an efficient data format used extensively at Google and
elsewhere. This example also highlights a typical machine learning
setup where data has to be collected from various sources, features
have to be extracted and parsed in different ways and then stored in
the correct format. TFx can be utilized here as it has components
that transform data and prepare it for being converted into TF
records. In addition, Google has developed a package called Nucleus
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that enables integration between VCF files and other genomic formats
and TF records [7].
Like most biotech companies Natera has its own proprietary software
to deal with the genomics data formats it uses. The figure below is
from the Natera home page and shows how the company describes the
process of acquiring SNP (Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism) based
sequencing data from the tests.

Components
The TFx framework is a collection of ten main components that can be
split into three main phases. Each component allows for storage,
configuration and orchestration of ML models with the information for
each component being stored in the MLMD. Some components are not
necessarily useful to Natera as the tasks they complete have already
been achieved by data scientists at Natera. We will however discuss
each component in order to learn about them and decide if they are
needed.
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Ingesting and validating data
This first phase of the TFx production pipeline has a few components
that might be repetitive and thus might not be needed in the current
Natera ML production pipeline. The data scientists and engineers at
Natera usually already have the training data parsed into the correct
form and have created database schemas to accompany the data.
Therefore this phase has some components that will not be used by
Natera in this form but others that appear to be extremely useful.

ExampleGen

This is the first component of the standard TFx ML production
pipeline. The Example Generator parses raw data into the .tf
TensorFlow record data type that is used in the pipeline. TF records
use the efficient protobuf example format. ExampleGen also shuffles
the data and partitions the training data into splits for training
and validation. These are normally called train vs eval splits
respectively. The train split is used in the actual optimization to
modify the weights in the neural network using mini-batch (a random
subset of examples of a fixed size) stochastic gradient descent. The
eval split is used to control the optimization. This can be used to
know when to stop the training and measure performance of the
training. However, it is important that the examples in the eval
split are not used to directly modify the weights of the neural
network since that would create biases when measuring the performance
of the training.
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It was agreed in our discussions that using the ExampleGen component
should be considered when starting new projects and possibly when
preparing projects for production. However, Natera has its own
pipeline of data collection that parses raw data into the TF record
format and intermediate formats as well. These proprietary systems
include Spark based pipelines that collect data and custom data
collections. Splitting the data into so-called train-eval-test
buckets is also done later in the training process so Natera would
have to adjust the workflow to the ExampleGen component.

The main advantage of using the ExampleGen component is that it
supports logging and tracking of all the artifacts it generates in a
systematic way in the ML metadata store.

StatisticsGen

The Statistics Generator simply creates, records and conveys
statistics about the data that has been run through the AI pipeline.
This includes both data used in training and data used during
inference. StatisticsGen uses Apache Beam [8] under the hood to handle
large workloads of batches for training and streams for inference.
StatisticsGen uses TensorFlow Data Validation for generating
statistics about the data. It can be deployed by pointing it to the
examples being processed in the pipeline using the TFx API, such as:

compute_eval_stats = components.StatisticsGen(
examples=example_gen.outputs['examples'],
name='compute-eval-stats'

)

In this example the data is assumed to come from the previous
component ExampleGen but it could come from elsewhere as these just
need to be TensorFlow examples. Since StatisticsGen is a wrapper
around using Tensorflow Data Validation, the resulting statistics it
generates can be viewed using a clean and accessible user interface
as seen in the image below from the documentation for the Data
Validation library.

The team agrees that using the StatisticsGen component should be the
goal at Natera. The engineers already monitor the company's use of
data, but providing this level of real-time live monitoring is a good
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basis for providing a reliable production system that can respond
quickly to data problems. The main advantage of using StatisticsGen
is that it supports monitoring of the AI pipeline during training and
inference serving by collecting useful statistics.

SchemaGen

The Schema Generator is a smart feature that infers the most likely
data schema from the data using statistics created in the Statistics
Generator. This means the statistics generated by StatisticsGen are
actually used here to generate the schema. Like everything else in
TensorFlow, the schema generated is serialized as a proto buffer
definition. We can see from the documentation of the SchemaGen system
that the output of the system can be exemplified as a list of the
following features:

feature {
name: "age"
value_count {
min: 1
max: 1

}
type: FLOAT
presence {
min_fraction: 1
min_count: 1

}
}
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This means we are essentially looking at the data type of the
feature, whether it appears in every example and the number of values
per example. Other attributes also include the range of values seen.

Even if this may be useful at Natera the features used in AI are
designed much earlier in the process and there is so much custom work
around each feature both in training and transforming data that it
would not make sense to have the features pop-up this late in the
process. So we are not sure how this component would be made useful
except as a tool for documenting the features in the ML metadata
graph store. This component cannot be considered a necessity
currently on its own so using this component would have to be
justified by it being required by other components. The main
advantage of using SchemaGen at Natera appears to be to document the
range of values and the feature names used by the AI systems.

ExampleValidator

This component has the task of confirming that the raw data adheres
to the schema generated in the previous step and the statistics
generated earlier. To use the ExampleValidator, we simply supply it
with statistics from StatisticsGen and the schema from SchemaGen that
were created earlier on in the pipeline. The documentation of the
component shows us how this is done:

validate_stats = components.ExampleValidator(
statistics=compute_eval_stats.outputs['statistics'],
schema=infer_schema.outputs['schema']
)

The ExampleValidator then compares the statistics with the schema and
generates a validation using the Tensorflow Data Validation
libraries.

This seems to be a helpful tool for providing a check of our data. It
appears to behave more like a test in a testing framework, allowing
us to test the integrity of the data and make sure the data meets
expectations. ExampleValidator can be a useful component that could
be used to increase reliability at any company when running AI
pipelines.
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Training and analyzing models

Transform

Transform is a vital step in the production pipeline as it augments
the data and performs the preprocessing steps that are required
before the model can be trained. Here it is important to understand
that there are multiple types of transformations needed in AI
pipelines. These include;

(a) Transformations that require a full pass of the data.
(b) Transformations that are only used in training.
(c) Transformations that are used in serving during inference.

The TFx component being discussed here is for transformations that
require a full pass of the data (a). These are considered especially
important as training has to wait until these are ready. These
transformations may include;

● Creating a vocabulary of words used
● One-hot encoding features (assigning an integer/dimension to

each value such as gene-name)
● Normalizing data
● Bucketing data

In addition, the transformations will become part of the TensorFlow
graph that is saved when a model is serialized so these should apply
to both training and inference. The transformations are conducted by
applying the Transform component to a single user defined python
function preprocessing_fn with the following API:

def preprocessing_fn(inputs):
process input examples into output examples

return outputs
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Overall, the Natera engineers were somewhat sceptical about using
this transformation component. It only handles a fraction of the
transformations needed and some of the transformations that may
require a full pass of the data are only used in training anyways so
this setup is somewhat limited. Also, the other transformations that
are usually done during training such as adding noise to data,
augmentation and so on are not part of this setup. The component can
be used for specific workflows but in general does not appear to
cover the transformation needs of the Natera AI pipeline.

The main advantage of the Transform component appears to be that it
allows one to specify the transformations that should be added to the
TensorFlow graph and as such applied to both training and
inference/serving of the models.

Tuner

The Tuner TFx component is used for hyperparameter searching [9]

within a ML model. According to the Natera engineers this part of
developing AI models can be incredibly time consuming and hard to
perform. The Tuner allows the user to define a search space and a
function that defines the tuning logic. As such it facilitates making
the process simple. The other inputs into the tuner are the training
data and schema as well as a model function. The output of the tuner
is the best result of the parameters.

The engineers at Natera believe this is a useful feature to have.
Normally, the Tuner only addresses part of the hyperparameter tuning
issues that arise when working with neural networks. The other part
of the hyperparameter tuning will always be addressed during the
design and testing of a prototype. The recommendations are to use
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this kind of hyperparameter tuning at least for tuning related to the
production setup.

There are a number of issues that require hyperparameter tuning in
production. These issues may be related to hardware, for example when
sharding the workloads onto multiple GPUs. This could affect multiple
parameters including batch size and learning rate as well as some
performance attributes, such as how many parallel processes may be
used and the size of machines.

Trainer

The Trainer TFx component is used to create serialized SaveModel
models for serving and testing. It accepts as input the training
data, the transforms needed, the model and parameters as shown in the
Trainer documentation:

trainer = Trainer(
module_file=module_file,
examples=transform.outputs['transformed_examples'],
transform_graph=transform.outputs['transform_graph'],
train_args=trainer_pb2.TrainArgs(num_steps=10000),
eval_args=trainer_pb2.EvalArgs(num_steps=5000))

Trainer is used to execute the training and save the models through a
few additional steps using the Trainer class above. The trainer
component provides a way to automate creating a model. According to
the engineers, the advantage here would be the logging and
documentation of the training process as well as the compatibility
with all the other components providing additional value. The issue
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with this approach is that it is also tempting to use one of the
multiple other Tensorflow approaches to save models by essentially
just using the tf.save command directly. The recommendation is to
consider using the Trainer component in production for the company's
workflow due to the traceability of the process and how it is
automatically connected to the Evalidator component below.

Evaluator

The Evaluator TFx component analyzes the results of a model. This
means that it performs stress tests on subsets of data in order to
determine if the models are good enough to be pushed into production.
It can evaluate based on different metrics such as the sensitivity
and specificity of various conditions. It can also compare a new
model to an existing model that has been blessed (approved for use)
as a baseline and then automatically approve the new model as good

enough for production. The image above, from the current evaluator
documentation for TensorFlow, shows how extensive the Evaluator is.
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According to the engineers, this appears to be an extremely valuable
component since the company has very strict validation requirements,
as would be expected since its products are used for screening for
various medical conditions. This component would simplify the
validation process somewhat but could clearly not replace the
processes required already.

InfraValidator
InfraValidator is a testing component, it only tests the TensorFlow
serving environment and the model together. It runs in two modes;
LOAD and LOAD_AND_QUERY, allowing it to test serving the model or
perform additional tests by sending it examples, even if the output
is not evaluated for correctness. The component is sent a
ServingSpecification.

This component should be used when the production setup has reached a
high level of complexity, either in the number of models in use or
complexity of software setup. There are various scenarios where a
production setup could require such a test in order to provide the
quality assurances required at Natera.

Deploying into production

Pusher

After a model has been validated it can be pushed into production by
the Pusher TFx component. It can be called as shown by the following
example from the TensorFlow documentation:

pusher = components.Pusher(
model=trainer.outputs['model'],
model_blessing=evaluator.outputs['blessing'],
infra_blessing=infra_validator.outputs['blessing'],
push_destination=pusher_pb2.PushDestination(
filesystem=pusher_pb2.PushDestination.Filesystem(

base_directory=serving_model_dir)
)

)

The Pusher is not a requirement. The main objective here is to
document the deployment of the model in the metadata store. This is
useful since it means that when the model is deployed there is
automatic support in the ML metadata to trace servings and its use to
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the correct model. The Pusher will, if configured to do so, push the
model to Tensorflow Serving, meaning that the models can be accessed
using a REST service after being deployed in this way. This component
is a useful feature to have since it supports good deployment
practices. The company already serves its models using TensorFlow
Serving so it would be useful to use this approach since it combines
validation with serving of the models.

Machine Learning Metadata Store (MLMD)

The metadata store [4] is the component that tracks all artifacts
generated by the TFx pipelines and the usage scenarios of the neural
networks or the machine learning algorithms. It is located in a
relational database, based on my experiments with the MLMD it does
not support multiple projects well so it would have to be set up
individually for each project, for example one schema per project.
When we do a deep dive into the schema structure we don't see any
support for projects so either all types have to be agreed on (which
is unlikely) or separated by having multiple schemas. This is not
necessarily a disadvantage, but rather a design consideration to keep
in mind. Even if the schema uses standard SQL in a relational
database, the structure of the data being stored is graph-like and
there are only a few
tables that store the
references, types,
links and edges in the
graph. This image from
TensorFlow ML
documentation [4] shows
how the metadata store
integrates all the TFx
components using a
database and a
relational schema that
tracks graph
information in the form
of nodes and edges as
relations between
artifacts and types.
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MLMD Schema
In our
experiment, when
TFx is pointed to
use the ML
datasource in a
MySQL database,
it generates the
following
database schema.

Interestingly,
the database
schema has no
foreign key
relationships and
as such would
therefore not be
able to guarantee
consistency
between the
tables it
contains.

Summary
Natera Inc is developing systems and tools to streamline the
production process for their deep learning projects. TensorFlow
Extended is a framework designed to host machine learning pipelines.
In this white paper, we have explored the efficacy of each component
of TFx and discussed how each one can benefit the company in its
development of a production pipeline for its deep learning projects.
These components can be grouped into three different but connected
phases that each interact with one another. The first phase,
ingesting and validating data, sets out to put sequencing data into a
form where it can be utilized by the pipeline and creating database
schemas and validating their accuracy. The next phase, training and
analyzing models, is really the bread-and-butter of the production
pipeline and it is in this phase where models are transformed,
trained and evaluated for deployment. Lastly, the deploying into
production phase puts the trained and validated models out of the
pipeline as a fully formed product. Throughout this whole process,
the machine learning metadata store tracks all artifacts and their
usage scenarios, allowing developers to go back in time to any phase
of the production pipeline.
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Recommendation
There are clear reasons to recommend the use of TensorFlow Extended
for implementing the production pipeline that Natera is developing.
We have reviewed every component and stated the efficacy for the
Natera production pipeline in the components section. More broadly
however, it is clear that utilizing the TensorFlow Extended framework
would benefit Natera in its production pipeline development process
due to its seamless integration of components, its scalability,
adaptability and the way it allows for cooperation between teams and
departments, including for validation of models. TFx is the most
complete ML solution and even though some components are not
necessary or might be repetitive, the framework is adjustable so that
no unnecessary components need be used.

Conclusion
Natera is working on exciting and intriguing AI development projects
that have the potential to change the way we interact with our
health. The opportunity to utilize deep learning AI tools for
healthcare solutions marks a sea-change in the biotech sector. The AI
researchers at Natera have developed these groundbreaking tools with
the help of research institutions and universities around the world
that contribute through their publications. The results of these
years of interdisciplinary cooperative research and development are
well trained and proven models for disease detection. It is now time
to develop deployment pipelines for these tools to bring them to the
patients that need them. There are no better tools that I can think
of for deploying the solutions into production, than those found
within the TensorFlow Extended framework.
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